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As far back as,)971, Tom Good, and myself argued that for most

purposes the student, rather than the Class as an.yndifferentiated group

shourd be the unit'of analylis in-tlassroom rese*-ch.(Good and Brbphy,

1971). This idea had been bui into our Dyadic Interaction Observational

r

/

f
Coding System (Brophy and Good, 1970), mhIch :61- the time was the only,

,

i

system for coding teacher-student interactio6 whichused the indMdual.
_____

.

student as the unit of analysis.

Our immediate concern at the time wa$ the study of the processes

through which teachers communicated -differential expectations to different

students.' This research by its very nature required a focus on the

individual student, since we intended to compare different students for

the'kinds of treatments they received from the same teachers. However,

* upon reflection, it occurred to us that the student sho,lieve been the

unit of analysis for most preceding classroom researOkt because most of

the variables previously studied; including many of tliosq often assumed to

be stable and general characteristics, actually are teacher characteristics

that vary with situation and .cont xt, and in particular with' diqere ces

.

in student characteristics.

The most obvious Cases concern those teacher, behaviors mhIch are

inherently dyadic. That is, they are direc d at a single individual
(

student rather than at a subgroup cubgroup or at the ass as A hole. included, ,

here would be may teacher questions, all teacher feedbacto student

questions or seatwork, most praise and criticism, and p'it attempts'to
.

deal w.ith misbehavior. Such teacher behaviors-are in fact, and not merely

!
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by virtue of definition, dyadic interactions directed at an individual

student, and they should not be construed as teacher behavior directed

. at the class as a whole. By extension, neither should average scores ,,.//

for teachers on such variables be taken. aS necessarily refledtive of any

',Stable or consistent trait-4n teacher behavior. This point wili be

expanded below.,

A more subtle variation of the above'occurs in connedtion with

[

.
teacher behavior that is initially directed at the class as a whole,

such as questions or solicitations for volunteers, but which depend

upon student initiative for completion. Here again, although the teacher

behavior begins as behavior directed towards the ent-ire class, the'

interaction evolves in'to a dyadic one between thel,teCher and an

individual student who obliged the teacher by raising his hand or other-

:wise indicatingoillingness to respond., Thus, even teacher behaviors.

directed towards\Zclass as an undifferentiated whole can ultimately'

end up involving onlyan
"-

individual student, at'least directly.

Thus, upon reflection, it can be se en that relatively few teacher

.

behaviors are solely directed towards the class asra whole or towards a

subgroup.. Other than lecturing,' demonstrations for the Whole Blass,

announcements, giving'assignments, and the like, most teacher behavior,

and, in particular, most teacher, behavior, that has been considered especiall'ys
important for teacher effectiveness, is dJrected at individual students.

Teacher Consistency

Until fairly recently, most:classroom research has not. takenothis

factor into account by using, the indi.vic,e student as 'the unit of analysis. .

5
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n'or average scores have been'computed for teachers, and have

P .

been ued Cat least implicitly) as representativei'Of the teachers'
4!.

I

,
gen characteristics presdffiably applyIng,with equal frequency and tn

,.

sity to 611 of the individual students in the Glass. However, research

,
4*.

hich has f cused on intra-cla§s differences in ways that individualA

students in eract with the teacher has revealed striking differences re-

l.\

.

iated to st dent'sex, social'class, race, intelligence, and a host of

e

-personality variables (Brophy and Good, 1974). l fact, Nirtually every,
, ..

investigator who'has checked data for evidence of significant individual'
.

071

differences within a classroom in patterns of teacher-student. interaction

has found such differences.

The implication of all of this is that teachers are not nearly as ,

consistent as previous research has assumed themto.be (usually implicitly

rather than explicitly), so `that, mean scores computed by dividing the

frequency with which a partiCular teacher behaiiior was. observAy the',

amount o.f time that the'teacher was obServed do rt necessarily reflect .

the teacher.'s treatment of an.i.ndividolual student .in that class. In fact,

such scores may not reflect an individual, teachet's treatment of anyone

in that Glass*.

For example, cOnsrder a teacher who was obServed 'to prais students

200 time during 50 hours. If students average) four times each, and each

student .was praised no less than three.nor more than'five times, the praise

data for this particular teacher would be acapte and valid. That is, the

4''

statement that the teacher-averaged about fOur,pratse statements per student

-

Per 50 hours of,observatioh would h.-oldup,- both as a, genvaljzation about

1. 4
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ehavior in the class as a whole and about behavior -towards specific'

students.

However, most irivestigationsofp_raise (and, asi turns outs most

investigations of other variables, too), fl butione Ihke these toa

example,the exception rather thaw -"tire rule. With praise, for example, it is

typical to .find that a very high Percentage of 'the teac4lerls praise

statements go -It a very small percentage of the students, those,who

are very 'high achievers plus a few that the teachep likes and is working

hard with. The remaining students get little or noPra4se-at all. In

such classrooms, the' mean teacher praise is not-representative of the

teacher's actual behavior towards any of the students in-the-class.

----

. It under-represents the frequency of praise towards the small subgroup of

students who get most of the praise, and itover-represent-the frequency

of'pr6ise directed at the majority of students who seldom get praised at

all. The same difficulty holds for mean scores for such behaviors as '

indirect teacning,criticish4 asking probing questions in an attempt to

improve student response, asking nigh level divergent or abstract questions,

and many others.

Research Implications

The aboVe considerations, particularly when viewed in-combination with

theory and data from a variety of sources suggesting that the individual:

characteristics of Students Interact with differences in leacher behaviors

In determining what is optimal- for a particular student, strongly imply that

the individual student should be the unit of analysis in classroom process

7
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research. This will be necessary both to gain'a bei4er understanding'

. .

c) classroom process andto link classroom prctese more firmly and

. .

clearly to product outcomes. To illustrate briefly,_ I will give examples

from research which I have been invo)'Ved in the past and/or am involved

in at present.

0

Individual
,

Differences in Teacher-Student Intentlibn 4

As mentioned above, Tom Good and myself egan originally with"the

intention of studying teacher-student int eraction in order to determine

the mechanisms through,which differential teacher expectations were

communicated to different students. Over time, this line of research

-"'.'--,,. .

-
broadened from teacher expectationt for student achievement to other

-.41--
.

,

teacher expectations and attitudes and to the more general series of ..

c

questions listed. below:

I. What student individual differences dotqachers notice and use

in forming differential expectations and attitudes!

2. Once such ditkerehtial expbctations or attitudes are formed by

,..,- feathers, what are the implications for teacher-student inter-

action likely to be?

3. 1suming'that teaches do treat students differently llcause they

hold different expectation or attitudes towards them,whal- effect

does such differential treatment have upon the student

4. What individual teacher differences are involved in determirling

the nature of teacher reactions to student .individual difference.

and the degree to which these reactionsshape future Interaction

4
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These and related topics have been studied in detail by ourselves

and other investigators, particularly recently. Many studies are rev iewed

in gur recent volume, Teacher-Student Relationships: Causes'lnd Conse,

quences (Brophy and Good, 1974). ,

-

\......" . .

Briefly, studies which have used the individual stu en(t a% the unit

of analysis and concentrated on differential teacher behavior have revealed

the follOwing:

wO°:(

Differences,in teacher-expectations lead some teachers (a minority,

however) to teach students optimally if they hold high expectations for

fhe students and to teach other students minimally if. they hold JoW'

expectations the students. This is the basidmechanism linderlying

teacher expectation or Pygmalion effects.

2

Boys are more salient in the classroom than girls. They have more

of every kind of interaction with the teacher, including such presumably

defrable interactions as praisefrom.the teacher orAopportunities to

. ,

riespond.to a question as well as presumably negativp ones such.,as criticism

for poor work or misbehavior.

Furthermore, the commonly reported finding that b4s get much more

criticism for poor work and misbehavior than girls continues to hold up,.

but studies which have concentrated on individual students have shown

repeatedly that the vast majority.of such criticism is directed at a small

number of bOVs whp show high rates of misbehaNiior, alier?ation from the class-

room, and (usualy) low achievement.
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Studies which have taken teacher. sex into account'shOw that male
. .

teachers have the same kind's of differences NI interactions with male.
.

versus female. students as Yemale teachers do. Thus, the student sex
r ,

differences observqd in elasarobm prodess-studies are due prfrrly to

'the students themseLve's; and r6t'to the fact. that most elementary

feathers are female.

Students that the teacher espeCially likes usually do not receive

oveef- favoritism, although fhey sometimes receive somewhat more:covert

favoritism. However, ,students that,the teacher psjikes:Or rejects,

UsUa-1,1y receive overt rejection.

Among students who do not stand out in the classroom because they
$

are unspectacular im eitherachlevement or general classroom behavior,

there usually are two subgroups towards which the teacher behaves quite

4

differently. One group (typically called the "concern" group) become.

objects of special teacher concern. The teacher fries to spend'more

time with these students

.:

and to give them extra help, recognizinyor

li

at leastbelieving) 461. they are c paple of achieving at higher,.,levels

A. _ . .

if given some remedial help and some encouragement. The other group
. .

(typically called the "indifference" group) are largely ignored"by the

I

teacher. They have fewei- interactions with the teacher than other-students
4

do, and the interactions that they do have tend,to be briefer and less

personal or aifectivelY toned.'

1

e

These differences in teacher behavior are'appbrentlyin reaction to

differences in student qharacteristics. Although the students are similar

4

in being low to modest.achievers and medium-to high IR conformity-to cla'ssroom,

1.0

I

*.
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rules, they differin,other ways that make a di4ference.in teacher

4 'response. Chil ren who become objects of special teacher concern show

O

such characteristics as a general teacher orientation, dependency upon

the teacher, and apparent desire for interactions with,the teacher and

f
gratitude for the help that the teacher provides. lh short, they cue )

'the teacher that they desire such treatment and reinforce the teacher

for providing if by expressing dependency, and gratitude. In contrast,

students who end up being treated indifferently by the teacher are very

different. These students. are not at all teacher oriented and show

little or no desire for interactions with or help from the teacher, and

they apparently do not reward the- teacher (and probably even extihgdish

.

the teacher in s ubtle ways) for interacting with them. In contrast to

the concern students,'who condition the teacher tb develop concern and

interact with them frequently, the ind tference students condition the

teacher to stay away fromothem and irate act infrequently. Furthermore,.
s

tpe data suggesting that interactions with indifference students are

briefer and less effectively toned even whep they.do occur suggest that

the teacherL7difterence involved is an acti e type, actually a mild

form of rejection, and not merely an overSighton the part of the teacher.
\ .

These are but a few examples of findings o research on ,classroom

. . .
..,?

process which has used the individual student as the unit of analysis.. For

a comprehensive review of this line of sesearCh, see Brophy and Good (1474).

.

Process-Product Studies

Process-proddct research designed o link observe teacher behavior with

t

.s.. measured studenf outcomes (cognitive or,affective) has d alonglong and frus-
*

4 , 4
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and conflidting results. Improvements in

observation systems, and statistical analysis
1 ,

_methods have led to obServable improvement in the state of the art in

recent years (Dunkin and Biddle, 1974; Rosenshine and Furst, 1973), al',

though even fhefindings,that have begun to be replicated- consistently

, still are relatively weak ones. That is, although correlations between0 .

ct, .
.

teacher process behaviors and measures of student outcomes are strong

enough to reach, statistical significance, they are not strong in the-

absolute suss.

In part,°such findings probably reilect reality. Teaching seems to
r.

be, and therefore should be constrded as, an applied science requiring

the teacher toorchestrate a large number of principles and practices,

adapting to the specific needs of the Immediate situation. In contrast,'

teaching is not, and therefore should not be construedto be, a matter

of mastering a small number of "key" behaviors or characteristics and
,

0

then'applying:them consistentiy. Consequently, it probahty,is unrealistic
1

to expect extremely strong relationships between teacher process behaviors
Y.

and student product outcomes'(Brophy and Evertson, Note 1),

.0
.

Nevertheless, it seems obvidus that processproduct studies would be
47 . ,gr,

.

improved considerably if thestudent were used as the unit of analysis.

FiAt., as discussed previously, many teacher( behaviors are diredted at.
t,

IndiVidual students anyway, and there are impbrtant individual differences

kinds .of interaction that students have w)th the same teacher. Also,
rr

we know that student indivui .characteristics (which include, but are not
. . .

limited to, differences in student aptitude) interact with teacher behavior

( 12
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differences, so that some kind

certaintype of-ltvden'ts but.

4

optimal for cpperent types of

. :

differential teacher"behav4rs which have been obserVed in classrobm
; , _ , .

4 . '

.

.

process studies have been ,discussed above, and it is likeLy4
that these

will have differential effects on student outcomes. In.addition, other

,

The Student

I I

sof teacher behaviors are optimal.for

different kinds, of, teacher behaviors are

student's (Cronbach, 1975). Some of the'

..

1 . -

research has established that students differing An aptitude or,Tersonal
ti I,

characteristics showed differential outcomes depending upon the kinds of
...,,

(

-4-Neokg thatjthey received,,,
.

\
'

For'example,_the Texas Teacher Effectiveness ProjeCt (Brophy and .

Evertsor4 Note'l) showed that student socio- economic status.(SES) 'was

an- important, modifying variable in determining the rel5eOnshIps between

feaCher-behatvor and learning,gains IR second_ and third grade students.

SES'is construed here as d "proxy variable" .which stands for a complex
N

s

of achievement potential; actual achievements, and achievement motiVation.,

. so that the SES differences in proces°s-product celationShips fit the

definition of aptitude- treatment interactions given by Crpnbach (1975).

Briefly, this study revealed,that high.SES students learned more

t , . ,t .

(as peosuredxby.standardized-achievement tests) when taught more material1. . ......--
,

at a relatively faster pace and ina
I

relatively more-demanding and ohal-
,2. t 4tt % ., 4

. ,:. . .

Jehging manner. In contrIst, low SES'children learned more wheh they
. ;.-.

were taught less actual material but had this mater<1 taught to them

..,,

r

more thorokighty_by teachersidorking at a slower pace,,modifying the cur-
7

ricula and materi

o J

Is to meet individual needs, and showipg such motivational
6

0. characteristics as patience and encouragement rather than challenge and

demandingness.
P

13
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Arso, low SESchildren did not respond at,all well to teachers who

tried to teach with indirect methods such as those advocated by Flanders

(1970), apparently because they had not yet mastered .the basic tool skills
r-

which appear' to be assumed by these methods. In contrast, the. high SES

-students, itiO usually either had, mastered or were in the process of master-
.

ing,these skills, to J.he point of overlearning, had reached a stage where

they were-begi.nning to profit from indirect teaching methods. 'Thus, optimal

teaching in the low SES schools was heavily teacher centered and structured,

while optimal teaching in the high SES schools was less teacher structured

and more open tostiaent-IripUt.and-student chotce-fn-ess+gnments-and-

activities. Similarly, optimal classroom Management in low SES schools-.

, was tighter and more constraining, apparently because the children had not

yet" developed fheab ie-s 1-6 move around freely and ke -de's nde-

pendently without losing focus or becoming' disruptive, In contrast,

teachers working with high SES students were able to be much freer and

.) .

more autonomy- granting; apparently because the students were able to exercise

such freedom responsibly and productively.
,

Other research (reviewed in Brophy and Good, 1974) also has revealed

interactions between student characteristics and teacher behavio'rs which
.

affect .q1-6dent outcomes. -These include the following:

Eager, extroverted students notonly_desire frequentparticipation

in classroom di,scusSlon, but appear to profit from Itvwevemr-petjcent

or anxious students who hesitate tc4 become involved in classroom diecuisiori
,

a

teriditO do just as well and sometimes better thdn when their participation

'14
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is increased through deliberate intervention.

-Students who.desire structure do best in a highly structured class,

while students who value independence and autonomy do.best in classes

6
ta'ught fly teachers who value or at least tolerate these traits.

,. Students with low self esteem and history of failure appear to

-requi-re-inuc_h_encrviranementanLI to be particularly vullierable )-(-.) criticism..

In contrast, students with very High self esteem and a history of success

usually do not find'praise particularly rewarding or motivating. +fowever,

.fhey,do respond positively to chailenges,and, under some circumstances, to

criticism (particularly when they have not been putting forth their best

MIT) :-

The materials and methods typically used in schbols for teaching

introducto'ry raatling appear to be dell suited formost_girls...

boys tend to do better whell these approaches are supplemented with programmed

materials, computer Assisted instruction, or other approaches that enable

the student to work independently and /or, that involve interesting gimmicks.

. ---

There are great indiv4dual differences in orientation towardto6oper-

ation 'versus competition (as' well as cultural differentes: school. chikiren

in the United StateS tend to be much more competitive and. less cooperative'

than school children in Mexico). Thus, it seems probable that attempts to

motivate students through competition for individual rewards would be more

-successful with students who *Value competition, whileratteMpts to motivate,

through fostering group cooperation would be more successful with students

. who valued cooperation.
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Applied behavior modification studies have shown t at students

differ in their preferences for rewards. Some types of iawards are

positively motivating to some students but not others', an em4n'the

same students will change in relativepreference for diffe t rewards

over -Hue. Thus, studies of motivational methods need to t la into,

account not only teacKer behavior but also the question Of whether ;

or not the behavior irftiyed,.actually functioned as a reward fbr the

student ar.'whom it was directed.

Additional considerations concerning the interactions between

----i-nd4v+duaI -studentobarac±eri.stica_04_9Ati.
mal teacher behavior can.

be found Ln Brophy and GOod (1974) and Cronbach-(1-975):- BY now, the

" -
Major point, of this paper should be obvious: stydents- in the same

clatsroom, no matter how homogeneous, show,great:individual. differences

in their personal characteristics and in the kinds of interactions that

they have with'the teacher,. Consequently, research which is designed
to

better under a d.classroom processes and/or to link up classroom prOcesses

with student outcomes must begin to take into. account these student in-

,-

dividual differences and use the student-as the unit of stafittical lanalysis

if significant improvements over the. existing knowledge base are to be, _

achieved.

eI
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